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&lt;p&gt;Acclaimed pc classic arcade franchise Mario Games is a favorite among p

layers of all ages. The humorous Italian plumber, who was born in 1981, has long

 been renowned for slaying the Internet&#39;s vastness. Super Mario is a game th

at many have tried to copy and remake, including on flash. Our collection contai

ns a large number of Mario games that try to copy or continue the success of the

 cult game. Welcome to the magical world of Mario games. Mario is one of the mos

t beloved heroes of several generations. He is loved by both adults and children

. Both games with 3D graphics and lovely 8-bit games from childhood are waiting 

for you. In our section, you will get to know all the characters of the Mario wo

rld better. For the youngest gamers, we suggest putting together puzzles, playin

g logic games, or painting the characters of the gaming epic in coloring pages w

ith Super Mario and his friends. Have a nice game!&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Ready To Play Legendary Mario Games?&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Browser-based Mario games have great potential for stimulating brain ac

tivity without being overwhelming at all. They are divided into many short stori

es, each of which has a logical conclusion. After passing one round, it is possi

ble to immediately go to the next. In addition, you can choose entertainment dep

ending on your mood or even the time of year. All the games find their users bec

ause the game captivates everyone without exception! And this has been happening

 for decades! The history of games has not yet been known as such a successful g

aming masterpiece. Mario simply has no competition. Moreover, attempts to turn t

he game into something more modern, three-dimensional, and dressed in modern gra

phics, a developed plot and now popular video inserts, are doomed to failure. Ma

rio games online - the only possible continuation of the legendary series. As fo

r the developers of flash games about Mario, most of them grew up on this series

, so for them, the creation of an Internet version of the legendary game is a sp

ecial process. After all, to embody the legend in your creation, treating the ga

me with respect, without adding anything of your own, while maintaining the clas

sic atmosphere and gameplay is an extremely responsible matter.&lt;/p&gt;
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